ROSE BRAND
Supersaturated Scenic Paint
A unique acrylic paint, packaged in concentrated form. It is designed to be diluted with water,
at least 1:1 and as much as 15:1. With such tremendous extendibility, Supersaturated offers
the widest range of effects possible while being extremely economical to use. On porous and
non-porous surfaces, Supersaturated achieves vibrant, opaque color fields. It also creates
bright, translucent washes where the color remains as intense as aniline dyes, without the
health hazards associated with dyes. Supersaturated Roscopaint is formulated with a unique
binder that gives it superior adhesion, durability, and flexibility even on difficult surfaces like
Rosco Projection Screens and Rosco Dance Floors. It can also be used as a tint for other
paints, binders and coatings. Perfect for both interior and exterior projects.
Available in 29 artists' colors that are easily intermixed or combined with other Rosco paints.
FINISH:

Matte

SOLVENT:

Water

BINDER TYPE:

Acrylic co-polymer

DILUTION: Dilute at least 1:1with water, Rosco Clear Acrylic Glaze or a combination of the two
as necessary. Diluting will reduce the color concentration and create "glaze" effects. Diluting
with more than 5 parts water may reduce binder strength. Add in Rosco Clear Acrylic Glaze to
restore adhesion and flexibility.
SURFACE PREPARATION: Surfaces should be clean, dry and free from dirt and grease. Prime
porous surfaces, except fabrics, using Rosco Tough Prime. If painting a new plaster surface,
prime wall with a commercial primer/sealer designed for raw plaster. Then use Rosco Tough
prime as a final preparation.

Stir contents before use. Do not shake. Apply by brush, roller, or spray gun.
Apply in thin uniform coats, using a good quality brush or roller. Use overlapping strokes,
keeping a wet edge. Change roller direction often to avoid patterns and streaking.

APPLICATION:

FILM THICKNESS:

1:1 Dilution = 1.5 mil. Dry Film

3:1 Dilution = Approx. 300 sq. ft. per gallon.

COVERAGE:

AVG. DRY TIME:

AT 75°F (24°C) Dries to the touch in 30 minutes. Can be re-coated in 1-2

hours.
CLEAN-UP:

Soap and water.

SHELF LIFE:
PACKAGING:

ROSE BRAND

Minimum 24 months.
1 Quart Cans. *Gallon and 5 gallons available.
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